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Footsteps are heard. Thud thud thud. Two grey, slump-shouldered figures 
appear onstage. They lift their gaze. Their faces are extremely white. Do they 
seem sad? Wham! The lights go out.. . and return. There on the ground two 
diving fins are left. What happened?diving fins are left. What happened?diving fins are left. What happened?
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distant and close at the same time. A world of riddles, paradoxes, tears and distant and close at the same time. A world of riddles, paradoxes, tears and distant and close at the same time. A world of riddles, paradoxes, tears and 
laughter. A world that gives strength and causes fear to flee. A circular laughter. A world that gives strength and causes fear to flee. A circular laughter. A world that gives strength and causes fear to flee. A circular 
universe in which darkness is not set aside and cursed, one where crying universe in which darkness is not set aside and cursed, one where crying universe in which darkness is not set aside and cursed, one where crying 
everyday if necessary is allowed and where we can be ridiculous as much as everyday if necessary is allowed and where we can be ridiculous as much as everyday if necessary is allowed and where we can be ridiculous as much as 
we want.we want.we want.
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they require your full attention (ungeteilt), and can consume you if you�re they require your full attention (ungeteilt), and can consume you if you�re they require your full attention (ungeteilt), and can consume you if you�re 
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in the night with a song like a cry full of suffering and desire (Sehnsucht). in the night with a song like a cry full of suffering and desire (Sehnsucht). in the night with a song like a cry full of suffering and desire (Sehnsucht). 
The circle starts closing, the riddles start getting answered correctly, the The circle starts closing, the riddles start getting answered correctly, the The circle starts closing, the riddles start getting answered correctly, the 
pain starts lessening, the orphans find homes, the old melds with the new, pain starts lessening, the orphans find homes, the old melds with the new, pain starts lessening, the orphans find homes, the old melds with the new, 
a calm of hundreds of different blues beckons. Torment allows us to feel.a calm of hundreds of different blues beckons. Torment allows us to feel.a calm of hundreds of different blues beckons. Torment allows us to feel.
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Footsteps are heard. Thud thud thud. Two grey, slump-shouldered figures appear onstage. 
They lift their gaze. Their faces are extremely white. Do they seem sad? Wham! The lights 
go out.. . and return. There on the ground two diving fins are left. What happened?

Nimiedades [Trifles] are 13 gift boxes. 13 stage actions carried out by Helen Bertels and 
Mónica de Nut. They usher in a feminine universe. A world made distant and close at the 
same time. A world of riddles, paradoxes, tears and laughter. A world that gives strength 
and causes fear to flee. A circular universe in which darkness is not set aside and cursed, 
one where crying everyday if necessary is allowed and where we can be ridiculous as 
much as we want.

Wurzeln geben Halt. 

Life is like a game. You advance solving riddles. Sometimes the riddles can become obsessive. 
They torment. They don’t let you sleep. They’re affectionate, they require your full attention 
(ungeteilt), and can consume you if you’re not careful. They can become big, dark ghosts, 
shadows or black birds born in the night with a song like a cry full of suffering and desire 
(Sehnsucht). The circle starts closing, the riddles start getting answered correctly, the pain 
starts lessening, the orphans find homes, the old melds with the new, a calm of hundreds of 
different blues beckons. Torment allows us to feel.

Diario de Nimiedades - Helen Bertels

Nimiedades s a show based on the book Diario de Nimiedades by Helen Bertels, which 
revolves around the idea that life is a game the advances by solving riddles. The two figures 
that occupy the stage during the audience’s night of theatre stumble upon riddles which 
construe the path they are to travel. Or are the riddles the audience itself? Questions these 
figures might ask and which may indeed be answered... And the path, who will be along 
the path?
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HELEN BERTELS
Helen Bertels is an actress, creator, author and German artist residing in Santiago de 

Compostela since 1999. For more than 10 years she has devoted herself almost 
exclusively to the performing arts, working and training with the Matarile Teatro 

company, the Teatro Galán, the International Festival En Pé de Pedra and the CECC 
(Centro díEstudis Cinematogràfics de Catalunya). Later she decides to broaden 
horizons and diversify her artistic activity, prioritizing what she wishes to express: 
from early on she has maintained a close relationship with the feminine world.

Standing out among her stage works are Wir Frauen (show co-produced with 
La Tía Mardalina), AMOR (show accompanied and supported by ALTprocrea—a 
program pertaining to the ALT Festival of Vigo—where she was the 2014 artist), 

poemas para llevar (an action in which she reads from her book Diario de 
Nimiedades to passersby) and Nimiedades (13 stage actions working alongside 

Mónica de Nut and Marta Pérez). Currently she is working on poemas visuais 
(collage series in mixed technique), as author in various projects, in Agasállame un 

día da túa vida (Gift me a day of your life] (a project in which she accompanies women 
throughout one day and creates an artistic portrait of them), and in AMOR qa show which 

is constantly changing.

Mónica de Nut holds a singing degree from the Escuela Superior de Canto de Madrid, with a 
specialization in Opera, studied at the Professional Music Conservatory of Vigo and holds a 

music teaching degree from the University of Vigo. She has studied Jazz in the Escola Estudio 
in Santiago de Compostela and at the Seminario Permanente de Jazz in Pontevedra, as well 
as traditional Galician singing at Vigo’s Etrad and with Mercedes Peón. In dance she has 
studied with Mónica García, Rut Balbís, Isabel Sánchez and Leodán Rodríguez.

Her trajectory includes three albums published as a soloist (Mónica de Nut trío in 2011, Dos 
Fios invisibles chegan as cores in 2014, Raíces Aéreas in 2016), solo concert-performances 
with Voz Soa and Non te Cortes coa ópera and and collaborations with groups of folk, 
jazz, traditional and contemporary music, as well as opera and theatre pieces. 

Awards:

2012 Mónica de Nut trío - best Spanish Jazz Album according to Distrito Jazz. 

2014 Awarded at the Sapporo International Art Festival (Japan), or the interpretation of the work of 
the Composer Karolis Biveinis Voicing (III part), with the Silver Award from Ryuichi Sakamoto. 

2014 Dos fíos invisibles chegan as cores, best musical project in the World Music category of the Martín Códax 
Galician Music Awards, and best Spanish Jazz Album according to Estrella Galicia Club 1906. 

2016 Winner of the María Casares de Teatro for the best stage music for Manawee by the Matrioshka Company. 

Currently she is collaborating in the recording of the upcoming album of the Galician musician Mercedes 
Peón, soon to be released, and is on tour presenting the album Banda Tosta, with a repertoire focused on 
European Celtic minority cultures, produced by Txalapart and Oreka TX.

MÓNICA DE NUT

Who we are
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The Helen Bertels Company began in 2011 with the premiere of the solo project 
Wir Frauen, a show co-produced with La Tía Mardalina. Following the next 
production AMOR [LOVE] (part of the project Agasállame un día da túa vida and 
and is accompanied and supported by the ALTprocrea—a program of Vigo’s 
Festival ALT—where Helen Bertels is Artist 2014) in which Helen Bertels also 
works alone, arises Nimiedades [Trifles] (from the book Diario de Nimiedades), 
which is a piece interpreted and created by Helen Bertels and Mónica de Nut, 
made with the help of Marta Pérez (Inversa Teatro).
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